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contaminating mans makeup. - posted by Tomo07 (), on: 2012/8/16 19:12
Have been doing some research on this for some time now.
Interesting article, could the 'mark' of the beast be a DNA contamination rather than an implant..

interestingly the bible says that, 'Unless those days be shortened no flesh would survive. could this mean because of hu
mans genetic makeup being contaminated rather than destroyed?

The Word say's as it was in the days of Noah, so shall his coming be also. We know that they were eating and, drinking, 
being married and given in marrige ect. Just like today however, there were also giants in the lands in thoes days. when 
the fallen angels came and slept with the daugters of man, the Nephilim. Could we be going full circle? God destroyed th
oese people because satan had tried to corrupt their image and makeup. and what about Og King of Bashan? and Golia
th? also the Children of God in the wilderness where they reported they were as grasshoppers compared to some during
there exodus.

Would love to hear some feedback, check out this link

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/u-s-super-soldiers-of-the-future-will-be-genetically-modified-transhumans-c
apable-of-superhuman-feats

 also a man called Douglas Hamp could shed futher light on this as he has a ministry dedicated to this kind of stuff.

www.douglashamp.com

Re: contaminating mans makeup. - posted by dottiejean, on: 2012/8/17 1:01
Hello there....Here's a Scripture that got me to meditating about what the mark of the beast really is.  

Ezekiel 9:4 "And the Lord said to him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem and SET A MAR
K UPON THE FOREHEADS of the men who sigh and groan over all the abominations that are committed in the midst of
it."

It would seem this mark is invisible.  This Scripture shows the Lord's angels putting an invisible mark on those who love 
God and are heartbroken and ache about all the sin around them.  They get to have this mark because they are holy an
d love God's ways.  They receive it because of the condition of their pure hearts and minds.  

Likewise, the unbelievers and those who are pretending to be followers of God also get a mark (mark of the beast)....on t
he forehead to show that their minds/thinking is off-course and arrogantly self-centered .....and on their hands because t
hey work to further the cause of Satan.

The other issue you mentioned about the "days being shortened" might be explained with the historical example of Jerus
alem being totally sacked in the spring of 67 AD thru September of 70 AD (a 3 1/2 year period).  The Romans wanted to 
DRAG OUT this siege as long as possible so that everyone inside the walls of Jerusalem would experience a terrible sta
rvation.  But God did not desire that to happen.  He ordered the circumstances to happen more quickly....cutting the time
short.  Some folks get this Scripture confused and think that a 24 hour day is actually shortened...but not so.  It seems to
be referring to the actual length of the trauma/trouble being cut short to a smaller amount of time so that His children don
't have to endure needless pain.

Another issue you brought up in Genesis 6:4 talks about the "sons of God" living with the "daughters of men."  I was curi
ous about that Scripture too and found that the old-time theologians who studied Hebrew and Greek all their lives explai
ned this verse differently than what some think today.  They said that the phrase "sons of God" was another name for Hi
s true sons/followers and the "daughters of men" was another name for the heathen unbelieving women.  God was forev
er warning His children NOT TO INTERMARRY with the heathen nations.  But they didn't listen and continually disobeye
d marrying ungodly people.  Verse 5 shows how wicked everyone had become thru ungodly marriages....only 8 souls we
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re righteous enough to make it onto the Ark that Noah and his boys built.  We are told that when we get to Heaven we wi
ll not be marrying but will have new bodies much like the angels.  This seems to indicate that angels cannot marry/breed
because they are spirit beings and not physically able to produce physical children.

Just a few thoughts. 

THE BOOK is our plumbline so we don't get off track...and digging around in the Hebrew and Greek a little doesn't hurt a
ny either.  Blessings on you as you study the Scriptures and ask the Holy Spirit for new insights.  It's lots of fun but also 
very necessary.        

Re:  - posted by Tomo07 (), on: 2012/8/17 7:00
Thankyou dottiejean

You bring some interesting thoughts regarding these scriptures. I agree The bible is our guideline. 

Regards Tomo07

Re:  - posted by Tomo07 (), on: 2012/8/21 5:17
an interesting link, regarding the times that we are living in. we must be aware of what is happening around us. I would r
ecommend you read this, not that long. Tomo07

http://www.wnd.com/2011/08/334589/
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